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Abstract—Today it is possible to judge the quality of user interfaces by using automatic testing agents, simulating user behavior for given tasks. Furthermore, such evaluations can be improved by giving these agents required knowledge to fulfill these tasks. Currently, such user task knowledge is more or less a string comparison between given knowledge that is represented as strings and the readable labels of the graphical user interface. Unfortunately, this approach leads to ambiguity problems, where real users cannot intuitively fulfill a task, even if the automatic testing found no obstacles. We propose to represent knowledge not in such a simple way, but using language resources and ontologies to represent user knowledge. We show that such representation helps detect and avoid ambiguous labels in graphical user interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, we face more and more interaction with technical equipment. Whether at home or at work, we have to operate computers, smartphones, tablets and televisions, to name the most common devices. Therefore not only do specifications, functionality and stability matter, but easy and efficient usability is a crucial factor. With more and more devices supporting our daily life, users often are not motivated to learn each device’s operation from manuals [1]. Furthermore, the need for intuitively operable devices becomes clear when talking about devices for children and elderly people, as these user groups have special demands. It is the main challenge of user interface designers to satisfy these needs. Therefore, usability evaluations need to be applied in an early stage of development and the results have to be reintegrated into the design process.

In order to manually evaluate the usability of an application, two main techniques are applied: expert based evaluations like cognitive walkthrough [2] or heuristic evaluation [3] and user tests [4]. However, even if these expert based procedures are cheaper and easier to perform compared to user tests, it would be better if the effort and costs, required for usability testing could be decreased even more. Additionally, interface designers were given the possibility to use tools and automated testing routines in order to automatically judge, if an interface matches given requirements. These automatic usability evaluation (AUE) have the advantage that the interface designer can compare different user interfaces (UIs) at different steps of implementation, because these AUE works deterministically. When conducting user tests, it is very likely that one gets varying results with diverse subjects, and different usability experts might come to different conclusions when performing a cognitive walkthrough.

We present an approach to solve the following problem: How can systems automatically evaluate if a given user interface has misleading semantic captions?

Our approach enables MeMo [5]–[7], a tool for AUE to relate a simulated agent’s user task knowledge (UTK) to the UI’s labeling, and to semantically evaluate the labels instead of performing a simple string comparison. This enables UI designers to test interfaces of their application for a given task with different UTKs. The proposed method is able to reveal problems within the menu structure of a given UI, as well as discover ambiguity problems. An important factor for the evaluation are coherent results that do not output vector representations of the solution (which are difficult to interpret), but instead give easily comprehensible suggestions about potential usability problems and how to resolve them. Hence, the presented approach can be used to explain difficulties in a format that might be easier to understand for humans, so that user interface designers can avoid misleading labels in the next interface candidate.

Furthermore, to the knowledge of the authors, this is the first approach to evaluate UIs within the German language, based on German language resources. However, the proposed approach can easily be transferred to other languages where similar resources are available.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Related Work on Information Retrieval

In order to evaluate the semantic relatedness of two terms there are several approaches in the domain of Information Retrieval (IR). A similarity measure is needed to compare terms occurring on the User Interface and the user’s knowledge. The most prominent ones which occur in the domain of AUE are latent semantic analysis (LSA) and pointwise mutual information (PMI).

1) Latent Semantic Analysis: LSA [8], [9] is based on the assumption that similar terms, which are close in meaning will occur together in a text. It computes a matrix, where the columns correspond to documents and the rows to terms. Entries in the matrix are given by the number of the term’s occurrences in the document. A dimension reduction technique called singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied. This results in a lower dimensional matrix which preserves the
similarity structure among rows. This matrix can be used to compare two terms by taking the cosine for the corresponding rows.

2) Pointwise Mutual Information: PMI-IR [10] is not based on co-occurrences on a given text, instead it uses the results of a search engine. AltaVista is asked how many documents contain both terms and how many contain only one term. The ratio of these numbers is the PMI score. However, the calculation can be extended to other constraints such as, that the terms must occur close to each other or by excluding antonyms.

3) extracting DIStributionally related words using CO-occurrences (DISCO): DISCO [11], [12] uses a tokenized corpus and calculates co-occurrences within a context windows of size ±3 words and also stores the relative position of the term. This ordered pair of words and windows position allows to find terms which occur in a similar context.

B. Related Work on Automatic Usability Evaluation

The application domain of the described IR techniques in this paper is AUE. There are different approaches which aid UI designers to automatically evaluate interfaces. The graphical design can be evaluated by algorithms that compute the attention focus and saliency map, e.g. Firoli [13], Halverson [14], or commercial products, e.g. EyeQuant by WhiteMatter Labs. Objective qualities such as contrast, button size, font size etc. also can be evaluated by rules [7] similar to heuristic evaluations. CogTool [15] is a tool to obtain predictions of skilled performance time for a predefined task. It has been developed for user interface designers with no experience in cognitive modeling or programming [16]. The UI designer has to model an UI within CogTool and then demonstrate the task. CogTool automatically generates an ACT-R model [17] which will then predict the skilled interaction time. The theory is based on the Keystroke-Level Model [18] and combined with the simple ACT compiler [19]. Basically the ACT-R code is generated by rules like “insert a think operator before every look at operation”, which results in a pause of 1.2 seconds before the next operation is performed. Within these rules the semantics of the labels do not play a role, but the length of the word does; i.e., the predicted time for processing or typing a word or sentence is not based on the time needed to process it semantically, but instead on the number of syllables counted and an approximation of how long the processing will take.

1) CogTool Explorer: In order to include semantic processing, John et al. have included SNIF-ACT 2.0 [20] in a new version of CogTool called CogTool Explorer. It is based on the assumption that users follow text labels that are semantically similar to the task description based on the concept of information scent [21]. A visual search strategy guides the "eye", beginning at the upper-left corner and proceeding to look at the closest link to the model’s current point of visual attention. The estimation of information scent has used latent semantic relatedness in order to calculate the relation between the search goal and the information on the display. The predicted action of the user is a tradeoff between choosing the best found result, continuing to look for better results or canceling the search [22].

2) Automatic Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web: The tool Automatic Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web (ACWW) [23], [24] focuses on identifying usability problems in web navigation. ACWW needs a specific search goal and analyzes the text of the links available on the web page. Using PMI-IR, the tool evaluates the familiarity of the texts compared to the search goal. The output is a score of how similar various links are to the search goal. This allows the program to tag those links which might distract the user from choosing the correct link. For the simulation, one can choose from different knowledge bases which reflect varying educational levels (ranging from 3rd grade to first year of college). However, ACWW does not predict an exploration path based on a visual search strategy as CogTool Explorer does [25].
III. MeMo Workbench

The Mental Modeling Workbench (MeMo) is a tool with the goal of automatically evaluating user interfaces. In contrast to CogTool, the objective of MeMo is not to evaluate experienced user interaction time for a given task, but rather estimating how good the task completion rate is for inexperienced users, and thereby suggest how to design more easily usable interfaces. Similarly to CogTool, the designer has to model the complete set of interfaces with all UI-objects (buttons, links, labels, check boxes, etc.) and transitions (to which UI frame an interaction leads). But instead of demonstrating the task to the system, an agent will be supplied with UTK in order to autonomously navigate through the UI. The UTK has to be specified by the designer and should contain all information needed to complete the task. An example is, if the UI designer wants the simulated user to print a given text in the Microsoft Notepad editor, he needs to provide the UTK “print” and “text” (see bottom right of Figure 1). During the simulation three different modules will be executed: perception, semantic processing and execution (see Figure 2). The perception module defines the order in which the UI-objects will enter the processing module. An algorithm builds on the findings of object-based visual attention [26], determines the order in which regions catch the user’s attention, and defines probabilities for every UI-object getting forwarded to the processing module [27]. These probabilities are modified by rules which take the user’s attributes (e.g., vision and age) into account as well as the properties of the UI-object (e.g., font size and button size).

The processing module is in charge of the linking of the UTK and the annotations on UI-objects. The output of the processing module is a probability distribution over the UI-objects, telling the system how likely it is that the user decides to interact with those UI-objects. Before an UI-object is chosen, the probabilities will again be modified with rules by means of cognitive attributes of the simulated user (e.g., time pressure or mental abilities). The processing module can decide either to choose an UI-object or to request more input from the perception module, in case it could not decide for one object yet (see Figure 2). When a specific UI-object is selected for interaction, the execution decides if the motor action will be successful, based on the coordination skills and size/position of the UI-object.

IV. Semantic Approach to User Interface Evaluation

As mentioned in the previous section, the semantic processing of the UI-labels is located in the processing module of the MeMo Workbench. In order to perform this semantic evaluation, the UI-designer has to specify an agent with the knowledge needed to solve the task. This UTK is comparable to the instructions a usability evaluator gives his subjects in a user test. Considering a simple task of printing an already written text in Notepad, one should provide the user with the knowledge: “print” and “text”. The user hereby already knows what the task is and receives some hints how to solve it. However, in more complex cases, the task description might not be as precise and unambiguous as in the Notepad example. In these difficult tasks, it would be interesting to evaluate if the user is still able to complete the task without serious problems. Our approach for this evaluation aims at performing a human-like process and reports the results to the UI-designer.

In the first step of the processing module, all UI-labels and UTK items are converted to their lexical base form via OpenThesaurus stemming [28]. The different base forms of the UI-labels and the task knowledge are compared and if they return one or more direct matches, MeMo can continue to process these UI-objects. In this case there is no need for further semantic evaluation because the UI-labels are very precise given the UTK.

But in the general case, MeMo does not find a direct match in the spelling of the words and therefore need further evaluation of the semantics. For that purpose we retrieve synonyms and similar words from established semantic resources available in the web. The lexical-semantic networks used are OpenThesaurus, Wortschatz and GermaNet.

1) OpenThesaurus: is a “database-driven website to collect synonyms of the German language.” [28] The specialty is that OpenThesaurus is developed by linguists, but everybody is able to contribute to the database. [29] It has the largest corpus of synonyms of all lexical semantic resources for the German language [30] and is therefore very suitable for our approach.

2) Wortschatz: [31] is developed by the University of Leipzig and provides a web service that can be used to retrieve synonyms and “near”-synonyms from a corpus. It has a wider concept of synonyms and also contains looser associations than only true synonyms which is helpful for our approach, because it increases the amount of relations that can be found [32]. These two resources are available for research purposes but can only be accessed online.

3) GermaNet: is a lexical-semantic net and is comparable to WordNet [33] but working on the German language rather than English. GermaNet is the most developed resource used in our approach and it can be used offline to retrieve a very large set of similar terms, and is not restricted to synonyms.

This procedure for obtaining synonyms and similar words leads to a large extension of the UTK and of the information annotated on the UI-objects. This newly generated set of words can now again be compared, and matches indicate a linkage between the original information. However, it is possible that the algorithm finds several potential matches between UTK and UI-labels, either via a direct match or via the similar words. In order to compute the preferred connection we used DISCO [11] to rank these options. DISCO enables MeMo to calculate which word relation seems to be most likely in a more human way.

At this stage MeMo has collected the following information: all connected UI-labels and UTK items, a term that relates those two, and a similarity value retrieved from DISCO. Table I shows an excerpt of the retrieved similarity scores.

MeMo uses this information to determine a probability distribution over all UI-objects, how likely it is that one UI
 suspected that these terms are not well-known. Therefore, we chose to test against data collected by Teo and John [34], as goal, it does not identify “health” as competing term, while ACWW. Table II shows the resulting similarity values from MeMo and ACWW. Even if they differ in the exact values, both approaches identified the same distracting UI-label (see Table II). However the choice of the goal-term in ACWW turns out to be more sensitive: If only “emergency” is chosen as goal, it does not identify “health” as competing term, while MeMo does. Table II shows the retrieved similarity values with the help of DISCO, while the significant ones, chosen by MeMo are printed in bold font.

In order to evaluate our approach against some existing data, we chose to test against data collected by Teo and John [34], who evaluated the effects of the position of a link on a web page. In the first setting of the experiment, the target link was placed in the middle on the right side of two columns.
while in the second setting it was placed on the top left. The problem to evaluate was that in the first setting, other links which are highly related to the target link are placed in a position which is more likely to catch the subject’s visual attention. Therefore in the experiment with the link on the right side of the web page, participants where distracted by semantically similar links.

Performing the same experiment with MeMo has revealed equal terms which distract the user from choosing the right link as ACWW does. The goal in the experiment is to click on the link which leads to “Canon Law”. While “Theology” is the correct term, both MeMo and ACWW identify “Religion” and “Religious” as competing terms. Even if the values of the similarity differ within both approaches it results in the same error (see Table III). Note, that the results of MeMo are based on the German translation of the English terms, this might have led to slightly different values.

Figure 8 shows the data collected by Teo and John [34] (results of user tests and CogTool Explorer predictions) and the data collected by 200 MeMo simulations (with the parameters stated in section IV). MeMo achieved results that are closer to the observations with real participants than CogTool Explorer’s results are. These results rely mainly one the adjustment of the parameters and on the performance of the perception module, which is independent of the semantic processing.

Figure 9 shows the average clicks needed to reach the goal of the task. The experiments with participants have shown that significantly more clicks are needed to fulfill the task. MeMo’s results reflect this better than ACWW, which did not indicate a significant difference [34]. However, the number of clicks MeMo needed was significantly larger compared to the results from the user tests or from the CogTool Explorer tests. A first evaluation revealed that this is due to the fact that when the MeMo decides for an UI object based on perception-processing cycles, and the chosen UI object turns out to be
TABLE III: Evaluating the Web page with the Goal “Canon Law”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UI-label</th>
<th>UTK</th>
<th>MeMo</th>
<th>ACWW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>Canon Law</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Canon Law</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>Canon Law</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

wrong, it does not start perception immediately again, to gather the rest of the UI. Instead the link with the second best match is chosen for interaction. We will update this behavior in the next iteration of our approach.

VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

This paper has described an approach for evaluation of the semantic labeling of a user interface in order to find ambiguous captions or misleading ordering of the menus in the German language. With the aid of linguistic resources (GermaNet, Wortschatz, OpenThesaurus and DISCO), we are able to automatically perform this evaluation. We conducted several experiments and achieved results which correlate more with user data than current other approaches. However MeMo must be parameterized and other approaches work parameter free.

A. Limitations

An important issue in enhancing semantic AUE is to describe everything semantically. When telling a test person to “make an emergency call”, this task is mapped to an internal model in the person’s mind. Until mapping from a given task to an ontology representation can be done automatically, the semantic task description should be manually described. The quality of the automatic testing agents may be improved, when not only the labels but also the task is non-ambiguous.

This processing of more complicated UTK, such as “print the last two pages of the document (but without the references)” is not possible at the moment, because this would require further grammatical processing which MeMo is not capable of. The same problem holds for more complex labels e.g. “show the weather report for the next three days” which can not be processed yet, because the used linguistic resources work only on single terms. Here the user of MeMo needs to make simplifications in order to analyze such UIs. However this mapping and syntactic processing should be further researched.

B. Further Work

There are several ideas for future work, which include dynamic evaluation of UIs at runtime [35] or using CogTool’s mechanism for time prediction.

Since MeMo needs many parameters which have to be set by hand, we are planning reduce the number of parameters and find some standard values.

We are also planning to evaluate more UIs and conduct case studies with real participants to validate our results with our own data.
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